**IS 102**
Do you want to know about how computers work? Become fluent in information technology! Explore the basic hardware configurations and the most common applications for school work, including browsers, search engines, interfaces, input & output devices, operating systems, mobile technology, and databases. Join the class and become a computer wiz! *One section is online.*

**IS 310**
Learn about the full range of today's complex information environment, and how to plan and execute research projects and effective information search strategies. Whether you're planning to write a senior thesis, go to graduate school, or pursue your chosen professional field, the skills you'll gain from this course will help you reach your goals.

**IS 301**
Website design is a blend of technology & art. Introduces the fundamentals of both aspects. Students learn through a series of progressively more challenging design assignments. Ultimately you will design & code standards-compliant Web pages, & assemble them into well-organized websites, skills which are in high demand in any field!

**IS 460**
The use of Extensible Markup Language (XML) documents has become ubiquitous, and if you want to be involved in information management or Web development, then you need to know about XML. Students gain this knowledge through lectures, assignments, and from a term project in which they develop a small-scale XML application of their own.

**IS 461**
This practical course covers the theory and best practices for Web information system design, to maximize usability, cost efficiency, appearance, and effectiveness. Learn how scientific evaluations are conducted to determine a website’s appeal and functionality, from the user’s perspective.

**IS 351**
How expression of gender & race affect & interact with information technologies in various contexts: high-tech workplaces, classification systems, cultures of computing, & info environments. Explores expression of individual & group identity in cyberspace & the digital divide. Reviews theory in the social studies of gender, race, technology, & knowledge.

**IS 350**
Understand information's vital role in society & as a valuable economic good. Covers traditional & electronic publishing, information providers, and key concepts such as information overload/anxiety, gatekeeping, digital divide, environmental scanning, information literacy, & information consumption techniques.

**CI 150**
This course is required for all communication, advertising/public relations, and journalism majors; it is also one of three required courses for the IS&T Minor. If you have taken CI 150 already, then you have also completed one out of a total of six classes needed for the minor!

---

**Anyone can register! Participation in Minor not required. Students in any major welcome!**

**Questions? Email Dr. Vandana Singh at: sis-istminor@utk.edu**